
Vermont’s Animals Have Skills – 
Winter Adaptation Skills That Is 
 
Like many northerners, Vermonters are experts 

when it comes to conserving winter-time heat. 

Plastic sheeting, weather-stripping, even hay 

bales stacked against barns and houses – we’ve 

done it all. Just like its human residents, 

Vermont’s wildlife know a thing or two about 

keeping warm and staying out of harm’s way 

when the temperatures plummet. Over time, they’ve developed an impressive selection of 

adaptations that allow them to survive, and even thrive, when the land is frozen and blanketed 

with snow. 

 

Here are some ingenious methods that animals use to keep safe and warm in the winter: 

 

Torpor: Some winter mammals drop their body temperatures, slow their respiration and heart 

beats, a process known as torpor. Shrews, deer mice and chickadees undergo nightly torpor, 

while animals such as chipmunks, bears, raccoons and skunks all go into a deep sleep for long 

periods of time, although none of them are true hibernators. 

 

True Hibernation: True hibernation is marked by hypothermic body temperatures, metabolism 

only 1%-5% of normal, low-level (and sometimes irregular) heart rates and respiration. Jumping 

mice, non-migratory bats and ground squirrels all fall into this category. 

 

White Winter Coats: Snowshoe hare, short- and long-tailed weasels all trade their summer drabs 

for a coat of winter-white during the months of the year when daylight is scarce. The white hair, 

which is longer and denser, helps predators and prey alike to stay hidden when snow covers the 

land. In addition to being superb camouflage, white coats offer another benefit: each hair has 

a hollow core. The air-filled core acts as added insulation. For instance, a snowshoe hare’s white 

winter coat has 27% better insulative qualities than its summer brown coat. As an added benefit, 

light penetrates through white fur. If the animal has dark skin, the lighter coloration will allow the 

penetration of the sun’s warming rays through the hair and directly to the animal’s skin.  

 

Freezing: Finally a few animals actually freeze solid. A common frog across Vermont, wood frogs 

spend the winters bedded down in moist leaf litter on the forest floor. This allows them to access 



and breed in the temporary vernal pools that form as soon as the spring snowmelt allows. The 

trade-off for this is that these frogs are vulnerable to ice and frost. As soon as the temperatures 

dip below freezing, these little frogs freeze solid. Their blood stops flowing. Breathing, heart beat 

and muscle movements all stop, and the “frog-sicle” remains in a state of suspended animation 

until spring. Wood frogs accomplish this feat by manufacturing sugars or sugar alcohols in their 

tissues. These sugars act as an antifreeze, allowing up to 65% of the frog’s total body water to be 

converted to ice without damaging cell structure or internal organs.  

 

 


